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ON THE TANGENTIAL INTERPOLATION PROBLEM
FOR H2 FUNCTIONS

DANIEL ALP AY, VLADIMIR BOLOTNIKOV, AND YOSSI PERETZ

Abstract. The aim of this paper is to solve a matrix-valued version of the

Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation problem for Hi functions. We reduce this prob-

lem to a Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation problem for Schur functions and obtain

a linear fractional transformation which describes the set of all solutions.

1. Introduction

The classical Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation problem for functions in the
Hardy space of the unit disc D consists of the following: given wx, ... , w„ G D

and fx, ..., fn G C, describe the set of all functions f G H2 such that (1)
ll/H 2 < 1 and (2) /(to,-) = ft, i = I, ... , n . Asis well known [9], [15, p. 345],
a necessary and sufficient condition for a solution to exist is the nonnegativity

of the matrix P with ij entry F,; = x^.w. -ff* ■ This problem can be solved

using reproducing kernels methods as in e.g. the book of Meschkowski [16]. In

the matrix-valued case the situation is more involved. In this paper we solve
the Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation problem in the vector Hardy classes Hpxq .

We denote by Cpxq the space of all p x q matrices with complex entries, and
Ip stands for the identity matrix in Cpxp and define Hpxq to be the Hilbert

space of Cpxq -valued functions with H2 entries with inner product

(f,g)Hr-^J^tr(g(eitrf(eit))dt.

We endow Hpxq with the matrix-valued Hermitian form

[f,g] = ̂ J**g(eityf(eu)dt

and note that
oo

[f,n = 22fkfk
k=0

where f(z) = ££o/*z* > fk e Cpxq .
In the scalar case (/, f)n2 = [f, f], but in the matrix case two constraints

are possible on /, namely (/, f)Hpx< < 1 or [f, f] < Iq. These are not

equivalent in general.
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Definition 1.1. We denote by Hpxq(Iq) the set of all functions / G Hpxq such

that

[/, /] < /,.

A Cpxq -valued function analytic in D is a Schur function if and only if the

operator of multiplication by this function is a contraction from H\ into HP .

If we replace H\ by C , we will see in §2 that the operator of multiplication by

/ is a contraction from Cq into HP if and only if [/,/]< Iq . Thus, the class

Hpxq(Iq) can be viewed as an analogue of Schur functions in the framework of
Hpxq.

We introduce the following tangential interpolation problem Int(H%xq(Iq)):

Given integers /",- G N, given matrices a, G C'*p, c, G C'xq, and given points

Wj in the unit disc D = { z : | z | < 1} (i = I, ... , n) find necessary and sufficient

conditions for a function f e Hpxq(Iq) to exist such that

(1.1) aif(Wi) = Ci       (i=l,...,n)

and describe the set of all such functions when these conditions are met.
Note that the analogous tangential Nevanlinna-Pick problem \nt(S^pxq) in

the Schur class Sppxq of Cpxq -valued functions analytic and contractive

(s(z)s(z)* < Ip) in D has been much studied (see e.g. [11], [10],[7]). Using

well-known facts about \nt(Sppxq) we prove in §3 the two following theorems.

The first theorem generalizes to the vector case the scalar criteria mentioned

above.

Theorem 1.2. The problem lnt(H%xq (Iq)) is solvable if and only if the block
matrix

(1.2) K=[.       J   ,-CiCj]
\ 1 - WjW* ' }
\ 7 / jj=x

is nonnegative.

The set of all solutions is described in the next theorem:

Theorem 1.3. Let the matrix K given by (1.2) be strictly positive. Then, the set

of all solutions f of the problem lnt(Hpxq (Iq)) is parametrized by the linear

fractional transformation

(1.3) f(z) = (\pxx(z)o(z) + y/x2(z))(y/2x(z)o(z) + ip22(z))~x

where the €(p+q)xl~p+2q)-valued function

(1.4) V{x)=(Vn{z)    Vn(z)\

(y/xx(z) and y/22(z) are Cpx(p+q)-valued and £qxq-valued respectively) is built

from the interpolation data; it is rational and such that

,1.5) *(z)(V    ̂ )W<('{    (|2|2%J

for z G D (with equality for z on the unit circle T), and where the parameter

a varies in the Schur class S^^p+q)xq .

An explicit formula for *¥(z) in terms of the interpolation data is given in

§3. There we also consider the degenerate case det K = 0.
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As was pointed out by the referee, Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 allow to solve the left

interpolation problem with the constraint (/, f)Hp*q < 1. It suffices to replace

/ by the Cpq -valued function made from the columns of /. The referee also
pointed out that the interpolation problem Int(H%xq(Iq)) is a particular case

of the following problem in the sense of Sarason [21]: Given f0 G Hpxq and 6

a p x p inner function, describe the elements of the set fo + 6H^xq for which

[f, f] < Ig ■ This problem can in turn be solved using the methods developed

in [8].
One could think of more general interpolation problems, where interpolation

conditions are also imposed form the right. The solutions of such problems

have explicit description in the class of Schur functions in terms of linear frac-
tional transformations (see [8], [7]). Explicit descriptions as (1.3) do not seem

to be available in the class Hpxq(Ip). The reason is as follows: a right in-

terpolation condition can be translated into a left interpolation condition for

f(z) = f(z*)*. But, as will be discussed in the next section, / need not be in

H%xp(Ip) when f€H![xq(Iq). This does not happen for Schur functions: if S

is a Schur function so is S.

In §4, we set the problem lnt(Hpxq(Iq)) in the framework of a general inter-

polation problem in reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces. In §5, we explain how

the interpolation problem lnt(H%xq)(Ip) can be considered in a nonpositive

framework.

2. Characterization of the class H%xq(Iq)

In this section we give two characterizations of the class Hpxq(Iq): one in

terms of a nonnegative kernel, the second one in terms of Schur functions. We

first recall that a <Cpxp-valued, function K(z,w) defined on ii x Q (Q c C)

is called nonnegative if K(z, w) = K(w, z)* and if, furthermore, for every

choice of integer m and of wx, ... , wm G £2, the Hermitian block-matrix

with ij block K(wt, Wj) is nonnegative. A Cpx?-valued function analytic in

D is a Schur function if and only if, as already mentioned, the operator Ms

of multiplication by S is a contraction from H\ into H% , or equivalently, if

and only if the function Hs(z, w) = /p~fl^l",) is nonnegative in D; see, e.g.

[10] for a proof of these facts. The analogue here is:

Theorem 2.1. Let f be a <Cpxq-valued function analytic in D. Then f belongs

to H%xq(Iq) if and only if the operator of multiplication by f is a contraction

operator from Cq into H%, or equivalently, if and only if the kernel

(2.1) Kf(z,w) = T-L - f(z)f(wy

is nonnegative.

Proof. Let / be in H%xq(Iq). We define a linear transformation Mf : Cq ->
Hpxl by

(2.2) Mfv = f(z)v       (v G Cq).
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Then, with x(z) = ££, ^   (a,- G CpxX, vt g D),
i

m

m}X = 22 f("i)*ai
;'=1

and

\\f(zM)n*t=v'\jtfiAv-

Since / belongs to Hpxq(Iq),

\\f(z)v\\2Hr<v*v = \\v\\2Cq

and so \\Mf\\ = \\M*f\\ < 1 . Therefore, / - MfM*f > 0 and a straightforward

computation shows that

((/ - MfM})x, xU, = J2 a* \T-^r* - /WW J <*J
,,7=1      V1    ViVi )

for x as above and implies the nonnegativity of Kf(z, w).

To prove the converse, let us introduce a linear densely defined transforma-
tion T:Hpxl -►(?« by

T—-=f(w)*a       (aeCq,w€B).
l-zw*        v   ' v '

It is readily checked that T is a well-defined contraction. Hence, it has a unique

extension which is a contraction (and is still denoted by T) to all of Hpxi .

Furthermore, T*v = f(z)v for all v e Cq and in view of (2.2), T* = Mf.

Since \\Mf\\ = \\T*\\ < 1 , the same computation as above leads to

oo

Y.ftfi<h
1=0

and therefore, / G Hpxq(Iq).   □

We note a number of differences between functions in S^pxq and in
H%xq(Iq). For S a Schur function, the kernel Hs(z, w) is nonnegative if

and only if for every z G D, the matrix Hs(z, z) is nonnegative. Further-

more, Hs is nonnegative in D if and only if H~ is nonnegative in D; see [4].

The kernels Kf do not share these properties: the example f(z) = (1 - z2)~xl2

shows that Kf(z, z) can be nonnegative for every z G D while the kernel

Kf(z, to) is not nonnegative in D. One can also give examples of functions /

for which Kf is nonnegative while Kj is not. Take for instance p = 1, q = 2,

and /(z) = (l,z).
Before turning to the next characterization we recall that Cpxq -valued func-

tion g is of bounded type if it can be expressed in the form g(z) = |^fj where

g(z) G H^q and d(z) G H^ . Note also that every H^xq(Iq) function is of

bounded type.
The next theorem was proved in the scalar case and for ||/||2 = 1 by

D. Sarason in [25, p. 500] (see also [22], [23], [24]). Sarason's proof is based on
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the Herglotz's representation formula for functions with real positive part in D

and does not seem to extend to the general case [/,/]< Iq . The method pre-

sented here is based on the notion of positivity of kernels and allows extensions

to the nonpositive case, as illustrated in the last section.

Theorem 2.2. Let f be a £pxq-valued function analytic in D. Then f belongs

to Hpxq(Iq) if and only if it can be written as

(2.3) f(z) = si(z)(lq - zs2(z))~x

for some Schur function

(2.4) S(z)=(*g)€J^+«>*'.

Proof. Let / admit a representation (2.3) with a Schur function S defined by
(2.4). Writing

(2.5) A(z) = (Ip zf(z))

and taking into account (2.1), (2.3) we have

f  I ^        a,   sIP+q-S(z)S(w)*.     ,„
Kf(z, w) = A(z) p+q l_zf0,        A(w)*.

Since S is of the Schur class, the kernel Kf(z, w) is nonnegative (see e.g. [10])

and by Theorem 2.1, / g Hpxq(Iq). Conversely, let / be in Hpxq(Iq). By

Theorem 2.1 the kernel Kf(z, to) given by (2.1) is nonnegative in D. Substi-
tuting (2.5) into (2.1) we obtain

(2.6) Kf(z,w) = A^A^-f^f^>0.
y 1 - zto* _

Since A and / are of bounded type, by a result of R. Leech and M. Rosenblum,
it follows from (2.6) that

(2.7) f(z) = A(z)S(z)

for some S e S"J>+q)xq (see [2], [19, p. 107]; the existence of S is a conse-

quence of a version of the commutant lifting theorem due to Rosenblum [18]).
Substituting (2.5) into (2.7) we obtain

(2.8) (/„ zf(z))S(z) = f(z)

or, equivalently, sx (z)+zf(z)s2(z) = f(z) which immediately implies (2.3).   D

We note that a given / may have a number of different representations of

the form (2.3), as is illustrated by the example f(z) = j^ , which corresponds

to the two choices sx(z) = ± , s2(z) = -i and sx(z) = f(z), s2(z) = 0.

3. Interpolation problem in H%xq(Iq)

Using Theorem 2.2 we reduce the initial problem lnt(H%xq(Iq)) (see Intro-

duction)  to  an  interpolation  problem   \nt(^p+q)xq)   in  the  Schur class
^>{p+q)y.q _
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Lemma 3.1. Let h and S be the functions defined by (2.3), (2.4) which belong
to Hpxq(Iq) and ^p+q)xq respectively. Then, h satisfies (I A) if and only if S

satisfies the following interpolation conditions

(3.1) (at WjCj)S(Wi) = Cj       (i= I, ... , n).

Proof. Let h satisfy (1.1). Multiplying (2.8) by a, on the left and setting into
the obtained equality z = wt we get (3.1), thanks to (1.1).

Conversely, let S satisfy (3.1).   Substituting the decomposition (2.4) into

(3.1) we obtain

aiSX(Wj) + WjCjS2(Wi) = ct

or, equivalently,

ajSX(Wj)(Iq - WiS2(Wi))-x =ct       (i=\, ... ,n)

which in view of (2.3), coincides with (1.1).   □

As is well known [10], there exists S G ̂ pJrq)xq satisfying the interpolation

conditions (3.1) if and only if the matrix

((at WjCi)(aj WjCj)* - CjC*\"

v      i-«*w;      )iJ=i

is nonnegative. This matrix can be rewritten in the form (1.2). Now Theorem

1.1 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.1.
When K > 0, the set of all functions S satisfying (3.1) is parametrized by

the linear fractional transformation

(3.2) S(z) = (dxx(z)o(z) + dx2(z))(62X(z)o(z) + 622(z))-x

where the resolvent matrix 8 = (0),; is given by

(3.3) S(z) = Ip+2q + (z - l)M*(I-zW*)-xK-x(I-W)-xMJ,

with

(3.4) W = diag(WiIrt)U ,        J = (Y   _°/?) ,

lax    wxcx    cx\

(3.5) M=      :        :        :

\an   wncn   cnJ

and the parameter o(z) varying in ^(p+«)x« (see [12], [10]).

Using the identity

(3.6) K - WKW* = MJM*

we easily obtain that

(3.7) 6(z)76(z)* - J = (\z\2 - l)M*(I - zW*)~xK~x(I - z*W)~xM

and hence, 0(z) is /-inner in D,i.e.,

6(z)/6(z)* < J    (z G D),        0(z)76(z)* = J    (z G T).

It follows from (2.4) that

(3.8) sx(z) = (Ip Opxq)S(z),        s2(z) = (Oqxp Iq)S(z).
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Substituting (3.2) into (3.8) and (3.8) into (2.3) we obtain

(3.9)
h(z) = (Ip Opxq)(6xx(z)cr(z) + 6X2(z))

x ((02i(*) - z(oq*P iq)dxx(z))cj(z) + e22(z) - z(oqxp iq)ex2(z))-x

= (ipxx(z)o(z) + ipx2(z))(tp2x(z)a(z) + <p22(z))~x,

where

(3.10) *(,)=(>"(*>    y/lf\) = (Irp      °T     ?)0(z).
V ' V   '        \V2\(Z)      V22(Z)J        \0      -Zlq     IqJ      V   '

Substituting (3.3) into (3.10) we obtain

™-(S -\ I)
(3.11) /     a\ K     \

+ (z-l)\l-zw\ 1 - zw*     K~X(I - W)~XMJ

\     c\ ■■■ c*n      J

which in view of (3.9) is an explicit formula for the resolvent matrix appearing

in Theorem 1.3. It follows from (3.10), (3.11) that y/x2 and ^i2 are rational
functions and ip2X, y/22 axe linear ones. Substituting (3.10) into (3.7) we get
(1.5) which ends the proof of Theorem 1.3.

We now suppose that K is degenerate (rank A" = r < YH=xri = 0-   Let

ejt, ... , eir be vectors from the canonical basis of C; such that

(3.12) Lin{<?;- , j=l,...,r}nkexK = {0}

where Lin stands for linear span and kexK = {c e CXxl : cK = 0} . Let Q be

the element of Cx/ defined by

(eh\

(3.13) Q=      :      .

UJ
In view of (3.12), (3.13), xankQKQ* = xankK = r, QKQ* > 0, and therefore,
the pseudoinverse matrix

(3.14) K{--xl = Q*(QKQ*)-xQeClx!

is well defined. Moreover (see [1]), the set of all functions 5" G Si'{p+q)xq

satisfying (3.1) is parametrized by the linear fractional transformation (3.2)
with the resolvent matrix

(3.15) 6(z) = Ip+2q + (z- l)M*(I - zW*)~xK[-X](I - W)~XMJ

with W, J, M,and K^~x^ defined by (3.4), (3.5), (3.14), and parameter er(z)
of the form

(3.16) o(z) = U^   d°{z)y

with fixed unitary matrices U e C(p+«>x^+l?>, V g Cqxq depending only on the

interpolation data and

(3.17) p = rankPkerK(I - W)~XM
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(PkerK stands for the orthogonal projection onto the subspace ker AT), and d(z)

varying in the Schur class .5^+f-AO*(«-*«).

Remark 3.2. It follows from the identity (3.6) that

(/ - W)^-X^MJM*(I - W*)~x

= (I- W)~XK(I - W*)~x - ((I - W)~x - I)K((I - W*)~x - I)

= (I- W)~XK + K(I - W*)~x - K

which implies

/W(/ - w)-xmjm*(i - wyyxpkeTK = o.

Therefore the subspace & = Ran(PkeiK(I- W)~XM) is /-neutral in clx<"+2«>

and so (see [6]) (3.17) implies

dimS? = xankPkeiK(I - W)~XM = p<q.

Substituting (3.15) into (3.10) we obtain the following analogue of Theorem
1.3:

Theorem 3.3. Let the matrix K defined by (1.2) be nonnegative, rank AT =

r; and let Q be the matrix defined by (3.12), (3.13). Then the set of all the
solutions of the problem lnt(H^xq (Iq)) is parametrized by the linear fractional

transformation (1.3) with the resolvent matrix

(al a*n        \

\-zw* l-zw* ) Kl-xl(I - W)~XMJ

c\      •••      c;    J

(with M, J, W, and A"'-1' given by (3.4), (3.5), (3.14)) and the parameter
o(z) of the form (3.16).

4. A GENERAL INTERPOLATION PROBLEM

The referee suggested an alternative way to solve the interpolation problem
\nt(H%xq(Iq)), using extensions of operators. This leads us to a problem de-

scribed here. We first recall the following result: if K(z, w) is a Cpxp-valued

nonnegative function on a set Q, there exists a (uniquely defined) Hilbert space

H(K) with reproducing kernel K, i.e., such that:
1. For every to G ii and c G Cp, the function z —> K(z, w)c belongs to

H(K).
2. For every to and c as above and x G H(K),

(x,K(-,w)c)H{K) = c*x(w).

We refer to [5], [20] and [26] for further information on these spaces.

The left-sided interpolation problems (with conditions (1.1)) in Schur classes

and in the classes Hpxq(Iq) are particular cases of the following problem: Given

two functions Kx(z, to) and K2(z, to), nonnegative for z ,w in a set Q and
respectively Cpxp- and Cqxq-valued, find all functions f:Q>-^Cpxq such that

(1) the interpolation conditions (1.1) hold, and (2) the operator of multiplication
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by f is a contraction from H(K2) into H(KX).   We will call this problem
I(KX, K2).

The Schur case corresponds to Q = D and Kx(z ,w) = x_Ipw. and A2(z, to)

= XJ%W. while the case considered in this paper corresponds to Q = D and

Kx(z, to) = XJP2W. and A"2(z, to) = Iq . Following the proof of Theorem 2.1

it is not difficult to prove that the multiplication by / is a contraction from

H(K2) into H(KX) if and only if the function

Kx(z, w) - f(z)K2(z, w)f(w)*

is nonnegative in Q. Hence a necessary condition for the interpolation problem
I(KX, K2) to have a solution is that the block matrix

K = (atKx(Wi, Wj)a*j - ctK2(Wi, Wj)c*)niJ=x

is nonnegative.

This condition is in general not sufficient. Indeed there may be no nonzero

functions / for which multiplication by / sends H(K2) into H(KX). For

instance, take p = q = 1 and A^i(z, to) = 1 and A"2(z, to) = {_\w. . On

the other hand, in this case, the choice a = 1, c = \ , and to = 0 leads to a
nonnegative (lxl) matrix A.

Let us suppose that the matrix K is nonnegative, and let us consider the
span S of the columns of the functions z —► Kx (z, to,)a*. Define an operator
T by

T(Kx(-,Wi)a*e) = K(-,Wi)c*e

where e spans C'. From the positivity of the matrix A follows that T is a
well-defined contraction.

Theorem 4.1. Let us assume that for every point of interpolation «;,-, the matrix

K2(Wj,Wj) is strictly positive. Let f be a solution of the interpolation problem
I(KX,K2). Then, Mj is a contractive extension of T. Conversely, let Te bean

extension of T and suppose that Te is of the form Te = Ml for some function

f. Then, f is a solution to I(KX, K2).

Proof. It is readily checked that, for c G Cp ,

M}Kx(.,w)c = K2(-,w)f(w)*c.

Hence My is an extension of T, contractive since Mf is assumed contractive.

Conversely, let Te be an extension of T of the assumed form. Then, since

Te = Mf,

(TeKx(-,Wi)a*c, K2(-,w)d)H(K2) = (Kx(-,Wi)a*c, f(-)K2(., w)d)H{Kl)

= d*K2(w,wi)f(wiya*c,

where w G Q, ceC', d eCq . On the other hand, since Te extends T,

(TeKx(-,wt)a^c, K2(-,w)d)H(K2) = (K2(-,wt)c*c, A"2(-, w)d)H(K2)

= d*K2(w, wi)c*c.

Comparing these two expressions and taking into account that A2(to,, to,-) > 0,
we obtain that / satisfies the interpolation conditions (1.1).   □
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The set of all contractive extensions of T can be parametrized (see [17]).

In general, it seems difficult to decide whether there are extensions of the form

Ml to the operator T. For the special case considered in the previous sections,

as remarked by the referee, all extensions of T are of the form Mf . For a

related problem we refer to [13].

5. The nonpositive case

The approach presented in this paper suggests extensions to the nonposi-
tive framework. To be more precise, let us first recall that a Cpxp-valued

function K(z, to) defined on Q x Q has k negative squares if and only if

K(z, w)* = K(w, z)* and if furthermore, for every choice of integer m , of

points toj, ... , wm G Q and vectors £i, ... , £,m g Cp , the m x m Hermitian

matrix with ij entry £*K(Wj, Wj)£j has at most k strictly negative eigenval-

ues and exactly k such eigenvalues for some choice of m, wx, ... , wm, c;x,
... , £m ; see [14]. The Schur classes S?pxq have been extended by M. G. Krein

and H. Langer to classes <9pKpxq by the requirements that S is meromorphic in

D and that the kernel /f~fi*ffi."^ has k negative squares for z, to in the do-

main of holomorphy of S. An element in Sp£xq can be written as 5" = SqB~[ ,

where So G 5^pxq and where B is a q x q Blaschke product of degree k . In

particular, elements of these extended Schur classes are of bounded type in D.

Definition 5.1. The (p x q)-valued function / meromorphic in D is said to be

in HPxq if it is of bounded type and the kernel (2.1) has k negative squares

in the domain of analyticity of / in D.

The hypothesis that / is of bounded type cannot be dispensed with; the fact

that the kernel (2.1) has a finite number of negative squares does not imply that

/ is of bounded type, as is seen by taking p = q = 1 and any function /

analytic in D but not of bounded type. The kernel (2.1) has then one negative

square (if it was positive, / would be in H2). The representation theorem,

Theorem 2.2, extends to the classes H\xq . In the representation (2.3), S has

now k negative squares, and in the proof, one needs the analogue of the result

of Leech and Rosenblum when the kernel (2.6) has now a finite number of

negative squares: such an analogue was proved in [3, Theorem 4.6]. Thus:

Theorem 5.2. Let f be a Cpxq-valued function of bounded type in B. Then the

kernel Kf has k negative squares if and only if f(z) = sx(z)(Iq - zs2(z))~x

where

S(z)=fytye^p+^xq.

Thus,
f(z) = sxo(z)(B(z) - zs20(z))-x

where S = SoB~l, with S0 = (^°) G 5^^>^xq and B is a Cqxq-valued

Blaschke product of degree k .

One can then study the tangential interpolation problem considered in §3 in

the classes Hpxq , by reducing the problem to an interpolation problem in the

class S^K(p+q)xq and resorting to the results of Ball and Helton [8].
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